
MODERN MEDICINE VERSUS TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

According to the World Health Organization, traditional medicine is, Modern medicine vs alternative medicine: different
levels of evidence.

Of the reckoned ,â€”, existing plant species, only a tiny proportion has been scientifically researched for
bioactivities [ 13 ]. Ladies and gentlemen, Modern medicine also has some shortcomings, both real and
perceived. People are suspicious that powerful new drugs may have side effects that have either not yet been
detected or were never honestly disclosed. If any form of TM is applied successfully, it may surprisingly assist
in the development of new drugs, thereby resulting in many benefits, such as significant cost reductions.
Interestingly, the author pointed out that randomized clinical trials are not needed to prove the effectiveness of
alternative medicine. The phenomenal rise of the alternative medicine industry responds to some of these
shortcomings in what modern medicine has to offer. Among 69 small-molecule new drugs approved from to
worldwide, 13 were natural products or originated from natural products, which underlines the importance of
such products in drug research and development [ 12 , 13 ]. With systemic costs in mind, it does not even
really make sense to ask physiciansâ€”who, after all, spend hundreds of thousands of dollars and a decade of
their lives becoming trained in anatomy, biochemistry, high-tech diagnosis, pharmacology, and moreâ€”to
spend long blocks of time bonding with patients. They have done far less well with the prevention and
treatment of NCDs, which rarely have a discrete cause like a single bacterium, virus, or parasite. Your
medicine cabinet is filled with medications â€” both prescription and over-the-counter. In developing new
drugs, the pharmaceutical industry has tended to adopt high-throughput synthesis and combinatorial
chemistry-based drug development since the s; however, the considerable efforts made in this direction have
not resulted in the expected drug productivity. I would like to gently challenge that conclusion. This study
aims to review the literature on the relationship among natural products, traditional medicines, and modern
medicine, and to explore the possible concepts and methodologies from natural products and traditional
medicines to further develop drug discovery. Individuals have individual needs that traditional medicine may
not address. Cons: The herbs used in TCM can be unsafe in certain individuals. While this is the accepted
approach, it may not be the best approach for the individual. Because of global communication and the
openness of the internet, however, more and more people are becoming aware that there are alternatives to
traditional medicines. This form of care unquestionably soothes, treats many common ailments, reduces
suffering, and relieves pain. What exactly is alternative medicine? It is notable that there is increasing
convergence between TCM and modern medicine. This is care that is close to homes, accessible, and
affordable. The current system makes it nearly impossible for most doctors to have the sort of relationship
with patients that would best promote health. As medical professionals argue, most alternative medicines are
introduced onto the market, via over-the-counter sales or the Internet, without any regulatory oversight. As a
patient or a health care provider, it can be difficult to wade through the various options of medicine available
to patients with chronic conditions, especially when we must consider that what works for one patient may not
work for another patient. A drug for treating dementia or managing obesity has yet to be discovered.
Ayurvedic medicine, which is a 3,year-old Indian medical system that is still in use today. They want to
self-regulate their own health. A good practice would be to discuss alternative treatments with your physician.
Traditional medicines TMs make use of natural products and are of great importance. It is highly probable that
when seeking food, early humans often consumed poisonous plants, which led to vomiting, diarrhea, coma, or
other toxic reactionsâ€”perhaps even death. In wealthy countries, the public often reacts in a negative way to
health care that is seen as over-medicalized and over-specialized, with the patient treated like a collection of
specialized body-parts, and not as a whole person.


